Seaford Park Primary School is proud to announce Pupil of the WEEK

PREP A - Nykson W - trying very hard when reading the numbers up to 10.
PREP B - Javier D - trying so hard when ordering number cards from 0-10. Well Done!
1/2A - Soraya N - working well in teams during our measurement activities. Well Done!
1/2B - Sam S - doing a great job of using informal units to measure classroom objects.
3/4A - Jemma G - running so well in the track events at Ballam Park.
4/5/6A - Ryan H - great work he is achieving in reading and maths.
5/6B - Nicodemus P - wonderful manners.
P.E - Bailey H - brilliant effort balancing a beanbag in Phys Ed. Well Done!
MUSIC - Nelly W - excellent input and participation in choir. Well Done!
PRINCIPAL’S AWARD - To all the children who represented Seaford Park PS at the track sports.

Seaford Park Primary School is proud to present our Pupil Of The Week.

PREP A – Jamie H - really trying to write his letters and numbers neatly and correctly.
PREP B - Ella B - reading so confidently to Miss Bennett. What a star.
1/2A - Colby R - persisting with his maths when challenged by fractions. Well Done!
1/2B - Evelyn M - always presenting her work beautifully and working hard on improving her handwriting.
3/4A - Tayla A - working so well with her writing and spelling.
4/5/6A - Joel C - displaying a positive attitude in the classroom and being an excellent monitor.
5/6B - Sarah L - being a hard working pupil who always tries her best. Keep it up.
ART - Mitchell C - trying extra hard in art.
P.E - Kage C - excellent participation and concentration
MUSIC - Javier D - concentrating and following the beat patterns with the rhythm sticks in music.
PRINCIPAL’S AWARD - Kage C - sweeping and tiding Shadowlands. Excellent job.

CONGRATULATIONS & Wel I DONE!